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Abstract

Substantial evidence suggests that people are loss averse: they weigh losses more heavily

than equivalent gains. Yet little is known about the reference point relative to which gains

or losses are defined. The most common assumption is that the reference point is given by a

person’s current endowment (the status quo). We conduct two experiments that instead provide

evidence that a person’s expectations about outcomes determine her reference points. In the

first experiment, we endow subjects with an item and randomize the probability they will be

allowed to trade it for an alternative. Subjects that have a lower exogenous probability of

being able to trade their item (and who therefore expect to keep it) are less likely to choose to

trade when such an opportunity arises. This is predicted when reference points are expectation-

based, but not when they are determined by the status quo. Our second experiment provides a

quantitative measure of the effect of expectations on subjects’ monetary valuation of an item.

We randomly assign subjects a high (80%) or low (10%) probability of obtaining an item for

free, and then elicit their willingness-to-accept for the item conditional on receiving it. Being

in the high probability treatment increases valuation of the item by 20-30%. These results shed

light on the circumstances under which loss aversion will affect individual behavior and market

outcomes, and reconcile conflicting findings regarding the existence of endowment effects in

different settings.
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1 Introduction

Evidence from a variety of settings indicates that people are “loss averse”: they dislike losses much

more than they like equal-sized gains. However, losses and gains are vague constructs, since they

are only defined relative to some reference point. It is often unclear what will be considered a loss,

and thus how loss aversion will affect behavior. Specifically, the predicted effects of loss aversion

may depend on whether people compare outcomes a) to their current endowment, or b) to what

they expect to have. Consider a homeowner who receives an unsolicited $1M bid for his house. If

he did not own a house, he would slightly prefer to receive $1M instead of receiving this house.

However, if he is loss averse relative to his current endowment (he owns the house), he will reject

the $1M bid for his house. The loss of the house looms much larger than the gain of money, so the

owner’s loss aversion blocks the transaction. On the other hand, suppose the homeowner is a retiree

who has long planned to sell the house and move to Florida. In that case, his expectation—to be

living in Florida—may be his reference point, and staying in his current position may feel like a

loss. As a consequence, the homeowner perceives not selling to be a loss, and may accept a lower

offer than if he were not loss averse. With an expected Florida relocation as the reference point,

the owner’s loss aversion effectively facilitates the sale of his old house.

In this paper, we report two experiments in which we manipulate expectations separately from

current endowments (the status quo) and test whether expectations affect subsequent behavior.

Our findings suggest that people’s reference points are not necessarily fixed by the status quo—

rather, people appear loss averse around their expected outcomes. As a consequence, loss aversion

need not impede transactions that participants expect to occur; for instance, when they enter a

market planning to trade. However, in other situations, loss aversion may have powerful effects on

people’s behavior, even if they are not formally losing anything compared to their status quo.

Although reference-dependent preferences and loss aversion have been invoked to explain var-

ious economic behaviors1, there is no general agreement on how reference points are determined.

Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979, 1991) influential prospect theory, where loss aversion was first

introduced, left the reference point imprecise. Subsequently, it has often been assumed that ei-

1Well-known field applications include individual investment and trading behavior (Benartzi and Thaler, 1995;
Odean, 1998; Genesove and Mayer, 2001), labor supply (Camerer et al., 1997; Fehr and Götte, 2007), and consumer
demand (Hardie, Johnson, and Fader, 1993).
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ther the status quo (Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988) or some previous outcome determines the

reference point. The alternative view that reference points are determined by recent expectations

about outcomes, which need not correspond to the status quo, has been advocated by Kőszegi and

Rabin (2006, 2007, 2009) (henceforth KR).2 Since the status quo often determines expectations,

the two alternatives are sometimes indistinguishable; yet as illustrated above, the implications of

loss aversion are often very different depending on the assumed reference points. Evidence from

controlled experimental environments can help distinguish between the different specifications.

Our first experiment tests whether expectations affect exchange behavior. The key feature of our

design is that it induces expectations that differ across subjects while keeping current ownership

status fixed. We do this by exogenously manipulating the probability that subjects, who are

all endowed with the same item (a mug), will have the possibility to exchange that item for an

alternative (a pen). While some subjects have a 90% probability of having the option to exchange

if they so desire, others only have a 10% probability. A few minutes after endowing the subjects

with their mug and informing them of the potential exchange option, we ask them whether they

would like to exchange in case the option materializes. If preferences are reference-independent,

or if current endowments (which are the same for all subjects) determine the reference point,

there should be no difference in exchange propensities across the two treatments. However, we

find that subjects that are more likely to expect to keep their endowed item (because they have

a low probability of being allowed to exchange) are more likely to choose to keep their item if

given the opportunity to exchange: only 23% of subjects in the low-probability treatment would

like to exchange, compared to 56% of subjects in the high-probability treatment. This finding is

predicted if individuals have expectation-based reference points and suggests that the expectation

of continued ownership, rather than current formal ownership per se, induces a reluctance to part

with possessions (a phenomenon Thaler, 1980 called the “endowment effect”).

The large impact of expectations on exchange propensities in the first experiment could be

driven by a small effect of expectations on valuation, if subjects were otherwise near-indifferent

between the two objects. We thus design a second experiment with the goal of measuring the

quantitative magnitude of the effect of expectations on subjects’ monetary valuation of an item.

2A related assumption made in earlier papers such as Bell (1985), Loomes and Sugden (1986), or Gul (1991)
is to take the expected value or the certainty equivalent of a gamble as the reference point to which outcomes are
compared.
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Subjects are not initially endowed with any item, but learn that they will receive a mug for free

with either high (80%) or low (10%) probability. All subjects also know that with probability 10%,

they instead have a choice between the mug and money. We elicit their mug/money choices for

varying amounts of money, which provides us with a measure of their willingness-to-accept (WTA)

for the mug. Our results show that subjects who were randomly assigned to have a high expectation

of leaving with the mug value the mug about 20-30% higher than subjects who were less likely to

leave with the mug, an effect that is both statistically and economically significant.

We additionally conduct a variation of our second experiment to untangle whether expectations

matter because people experience gains and losses with respect to a reference point, or because

likely ownership of an item increases individuals’ estimates of its consumption utility. According to

the former theory, expectations should only affect the valuation of the mug currently in a person’s

reference point. The latter theory, which we refer to as “motivated taste change,” instead predicts

that expecting to own one mug should also increase the valuation of a second, identical mug. We

do not find any evidence supporting the motivated taste change theory.

Expectation-based loss aversion has various implications for consumer behavior and for policy.

As an example, imagine a potential car buyer who forms an expectation that she will buy a

particular model. Loss aversion may lead the buyer not to cancel her purchase when she learns at

the car dealership that the car gets less than 20 miles per gallon or that the financing options are

less advantageous than she had thought, even though if she had known this information from the

beginning she would not have planned on buying that car. Thus, the timing of such disclosures

can be very important for how they affect demand when expectations determine reference points,

unlike when people do not display loss aversion or are loss averse with respect to the status quo.

More generally, firms’ pricing and marketing strategies will attempt to instill in consumers an

expectation of purchase, which may increase their willingness to pay.3 Policymakers also benefit

from “expectations management,” as they may face less resistance against a policy change if it was

expected than if it comes as a surprise.

Apart from distinguishing between different theories of reference point formation, our experi-

3The theoretical implications of expectation-based reference points for optimal pricing strategies are studied by
Heidhues and Kőszegi (2008, 2010) and Herweg (2010). Other recent theoretical work applies the KR model to study
optimal incentive contracts (Herweg, Müller, and Weinschenk, 2009; Macera, 2010) or bidding behavior in auctions
(Lange and Ratan, 2010).
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ments contribute to a recent debate regarding the existence and interpretation of endowment effects

in exchange experiments (Knetsch, 1989; Plott and Zeiler, 2007; Knetsch and Wong, 2009) and ex-

periments comparing WTA of current owners to willingness-to-pay (WTP) of current non-owners

(Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler, 1990; Plott and Zeiler, 2005). In these experiments, procedural

details may influence subjects’ perceptions of the likelihood that they will be able to trade their

endowed item for an alternative item or money, or that they might also be given the alternative

item. Most discussions of such experiments implicitly assume that reference points are given by

current endowments, in which case these perceptions should not matter for behavior. As a con-

sequence, the results by Plott and Zeiler (2005, 2007), who find no endowment effect under their

preferred experimental procedures, can be interpreted as evidence against the view that utility is

kinked at the current endowment. However, they should not be interpreted as evidence against

reference dependence and loss aversion more generally: if Plott and Zeiler’s procedures led subjects

to expect the trade possibility, the absence of an endowment effect is still compatible with reference-

dependent preferences with expectation-based reference points.4 Indeed, in our experiments such

expectations matter a lot for behavior, in ways consistent with a kink in the utility function around

expected outcomes.

There is little other experimental research that directly examines the effect of expectations

on reference points.5 Knetsch and Wong (2009) conduct exchange experiments using a variety

of procedures, and discuss their results in terms of the KR theory. They do not manipulate

expectations explicitly as we do in our first experiment, and do not directly test the theory of

expectation-based reference points. The study by Smith (2008) is close to our second experiment,

in that he tests whether a higher (lagged) probability of receiving an item increases subjects’

valuation of that item (as measured by WTA of subjects that end up receiving the item and WTP

of subjects who do not). The data cannot reject the null hypothesis that lagged expectations do

not matter for valuation, but standard errors are large enough that there would not have been

4As discussed by DellaVigna (2009), a similar argument could explain List’s (2003) finding that experienced sports
card traders, who may expect to trade the item they get endowed with, do not seem to display the endowment effect.
Engelmann and Hollard (2010) instead argue that trading experience reduces “trade uncertainty” (the perception of
how risky the act of trading is), and that trade uncertainty is a source of observed endowment effects.

5Some recent field evidence on cab drivers’ labor supply (Crawford and Meng, 2010), effort choice of professional
golf players (Pope and Schweitzer, 2009), risky choices in “Deal or No Deal” (Post et al., 2008), domestic violence
(Card and Dahl, 2010), and police performance after final offer arbitration (Mas, 2006) is also consistent with reference
points being determined by expectations.
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enough power to detect reasonably sized effects (e.g. a $1, or 15-25%, change in valuation).6 In our

second experiment, we attempt to proxy for idiosyncratic factors that may affect valuation, which

increases our statistical power to detect a treatment effect.

Abeler, Falk, Götte, and Huffman (2009) conduct a real-effort experiment in which subjects are

equally likely to receive a fixed payment or to be paid according to their effort, and only learn which

case applies after they stop working. When the amount of the fixed payment is higher, subjects

work more. This is predicted when expectations determine reference points, as subjects want to

avoid being disappointed by potentially earning less than their fixed payment.7 In this study,

subjects are not informed that the level of the fixed payment (high/low) is randomly assigned. As

a consequence, subjects may make (potentially mistaken) inferences from the amount of the fixed

payment about the “appropriate” amount of effort to provide, and this could contribute to the

observed treatment effect (e.g., if the fixed payment is perceived as an indication of how much the

experimenter expects participants to work).8 We provide evidence that transparent randomization

can be important: in pilot sessions of our first experiment, subjects were not aware that their

probability of being allowed to exchange was randomly determined, and they made inferences about

the relative value of the items which then influenced their behavior. Our two experiments make

randomization transparent, and these inferences disappear. We thus confirm that expectations

affect reference points, and furthermore provide new evidence that expectations matter not only

for effort provision, but also for exchange behavior and the valuation of goods.

2 Experiment 1: Expectations and Exchange Behavior

In our first experiment, we endow subjects with an item (a university travel mug) and randomly

and transparently manipulate the probability with which a subject will have the opportunity to

exchange her item for an alternative (a silver metal university pen).9 The experiment is a variation

6Another potential reason why no effect is found may be that valuations are elicited after subjects learn whether
or not they receive the item for free, so that the reference point may already have adjusted to having the item (or
not having it) for sure.

7See also a related study by Gill and Prowse (2010) who find evidence for disappointment aversion in a two-person
sequential-move tournament.

8The concern that subjects might conform to their interpretation of appropriate effort is distinct from anchoring
or gift-exchange motives, which Abeler et al. control for and find no evidence of in additional treatments. See
Section 4.2 for more detail.

9Both items have a retail value of around $8. In a typical endowment effect experiment, half the subjects would
be endowed with a mug and the other half with a pen. We chose to endow all our subjects with the same item (which
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of a classic experiment by Knetsch (1989), with many procedural details following Plott and Zeiler’s

(2007) “loss emphasis treatment.” We first derive the theoretical predictions, then describe our

experimental procedures, and present the results.

2.1 Theoretical Predictions for Behavior

In this section, we compare how expectations affect the exchange behavior of three types of indi-

viduals: an individual with classical preferences (no loss aversion), one with loss aversion around

a reference point given by the status quo, and one with loss aversion around a reference point

determined by expectations (as in KR 2006).10 Consider an individual who is endowed with a mug

and expects to have the option to exchange this mug for a pen with probability p. After being given

some time to think about the situation, she is then asked to register a decision: if the option to

exchange materializes, would she like to exchange?

Let individuals have utility functions u(c|r) that can depend both on consumption c and refer-

ence levels r. Consumption and reference levels have multiple dimensions; for this setting, only the

“mug” dimension and the “pen” dimension are relevant. Utility on the kth dimension is composed

of direct consumption utility uk and gain-loss utility with respect to that dimension’s reference

level of utility ur
k. Total utility from a consumption outcome c is then given by:

u(c|r) =
∑

k∈{mug,pen}







uk
︸︷︷︸

Consumption utility

+ µ(uk − ur
k)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Gain-loss utility







,

where µ has the properties of the Kahneman-Tversky value function. For simplicity, we follow

Section IV of KR (2006) and assume µ to be a piecewise linear function with a kink at zero that

captures loss aversion: µ(x) = ηx for x > 0 and µ(x) = ηλx for x ≤ 0, where η ≥ 0 is the weight

on gain-loss utility and λ > 1 is the individual’s loss aversion coefficient. This specification nests

classical preferences that do not feature gain-loss utility (η = 0). Throughout, when referring to

individuals with reference-dependent preferences, we assume η > 0.

Now we consider two different specifications of the reference point. If the reference point is

we randomly picked by flipping a coin before our very first session) in order to get sufficient power for testing the
hypothesis that expectations affect exchange behavior.

10A more detailed exposition is provided in the Theory Appendix.
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given by the status quo, which is that the individual owns the mug but not the pen, then we simply

have ur
mug = umug and ur

pen = 0.

In contrast, in KR’s specification, the reference point is determined by the individual’s proba-

bilistic beliefs about outcomes, or in other words, her expectations. KR assume that individuals

calculate an outcome’s gain-loss utility as follows: they compare each dimension’s consumption util-

ity from the actual outcome to that of each possible outcome, producing a series of gain-loss µ (·)

terms. Each possible outcome’s µ (·) is then weighted by the probability with which the individual

expected that outcome to occur.11 Furthermore, an individual’s reference point is endogenous to

her plans, as the probabilities of different states of the world occurring may depend at least in part

on her decisions.

In our example, if the KR individual plans not to exchange, then her reference point is the

same as in the status quo case—she keeps the mug for sure. If instead she plans to exchange

conditional on having the possibility to do so, the two states of the world she considers for her gain-

loss utility are rend w/pen = {1 pen, 0 mugs} and rend w/mug = {0 pens, 1 mug} , which occur with

probability p and 1 − p, respectively. Her utility of consumption bundle c given her expectations

is then pu
(
c|rend w/pen

)
+ (1 − p)u

(
c|rend w/mug

)
. If the exchange occurs, then she gains or loses

nothing with respect to rend w/pen, but with respect to rend w/mug, she gains upen and loses umug.

Thus, her total utility of this outcome would be her consumption utility upen plus her gain-loss

utility (1 − p) η (upen − λumug). Similarly, if the exchange does not occur, her total utility would

be umug + pη (umug − λupen). Following KR, we assume that the individual acts so as to maximize

her expected utility given her reference point (which itself is determined by her plan), and chooses

the plan that leads to the highest expected utility, given her rationally-forecasted future actions.12

Now, let individuals vary in their value for the mug and for the pen; assume that (umug, upen) are

distributed according to some population distribution function. The following proposition shows

that increasing the probability p with which an individual is allowed to exchange increases the

expected proportion of individuals who choose to exchange when reference points are determined

11In this application, no predictions would change if reference points were instead simply given by the expected
consumption utility in each dimension, in the spirit of Bell (1985).

12In the language of KR, we assume that the individual plays the “preferred personal equilibrium.” However, the
theoretical prediction on the effect of p is the same when using the less restrictive “personal equilibrium” concept,
or Kőszegi and Rabin’s (2007) “choice-acclimating personal equilibrium,” which assumes that reference points are
determined by the individual’s decision, not her plan. See the Theory Appendix for more details.
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by expectations, but not when reference points are given by the status quo or when individuals do

not have gain-loss utility.

Proposition 1 If reference points are given by the status quo or otherwise unaffected by expecta-

tions, or if there is no gain-loss utility (η = 0), the probability p of having the option to exchange

does not affect the decision to exchange. If reference points are determined by expectations, then

increasing p increases the expected proportion of individuals who choose to exchange.

Proof. When reference points are given by the status quo, the expected utility from choosing to

exchange is greater than the utility of keeping the mug if and only if p [upen + η (upen − λumug)] +

(1 − p)umug > umug, which holds if and only if upen > 1+ηλ
1+η umug and thus does not depend on

p. A similar condition, not dependent on p, holds for any fixed reference point. When η = 0, the

individual strictly desires to exchange if and only if upen > umug.

However, when reference points are determined by expectations, an individual desires to ex-

change if and only if the expected utility of planning to exchange (and following through on the

plan) is greater than the expected utility of planning to keep the mug (and keeping it). As the

Theory Appendix shows, this is true when (upen − umug)+η (1 − p) (1 − λ) (upen + umug) > 0. Note

that upen > umug is a necessary condition for the individual to desire to exchange, as for p < 1

the second term is negative due to loss aversion. The second term gets less negative as p increases.

Therefore, an individual who chooses to keep the mug under one value of p will always do so for

lower values of p, but may instead choose to exchange for higher values of p.

Intuitively, for an individual who has classical preferences, the decision of whether to exchange

is influenced only by the consumption utilities she derives from the two items. On the other hand,

an individual who is loss averse around the status quo may not be willing to give up the mug he

owns for the pen, even if the pen has higher consumption utility, due to the loss he feels from

moving away from the status quo. However, this loss, and therefore the decision, is independent of

whether the chance of the exchange occurring is high or low.

Meanwhile, for an individual with KR preferences, the cost imposed by the gain-loss utility in

case she decides to exchange must be outweighed by the gain in consumption utility from getting

the pen instead of the mug, and this is less likely to happen the lower is p. On the other hand,

as p → 1, gain-loss utility becomes relatively less important. In the extreme, if such an individual
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were certain to be able to exchange, she would prefer to do so if and only if the consumption utility

from the pen exceeds the one from the mug, exactly like a classical individual.

2.2 Procedures13

Upon arrival at the lab, each subject is seated at a carrel with a mug and a pen on it. We then

flip a coin in front of each subject individually. The coin’s sides are labeled “1” and “9”, and we

give each subject an index card with their resulting number on it. Subjects then start reading

instructions on their computer screen. Subjects are told that they own the mug in front of them,

and that each participant will leave the experiment with either a mug or a pen. They are then

informed that at the end of the session, they may have the option to exchange their mug for the

pen, if they so desire, and that this option will occur if and only if a ten-sided die that we roll

individually for each subject at the end of the study comes up lower than or equal to the number on

their index card. Thus, subjects whose coin came up “1” have a 10% chance of having the option

to exchange (we will refer to them as being in Treatment TL, for low probability of being able to

trade) while subjects who got a “9” have a 90% chance of being able to exchange their mug for the

pen if they would like (Treatment TH).

After this first round of instructions, and after an experimenter reads the most important parts

out loud, subjects answer some demographic questions and then fill out the first part of a 44-

item “Big Five” personality questionnaire (John, Donahue, and Kentle, 1991). The purpose of this

questionnaire is to distract subjects from the main decision we are interested in, and also to provide

them with some time to plan their decision as to whether or not to exchange the mug. After they

finish answering the first 22 questions, we remind them of the instructions and procedures for the

(possible) mug-pen exchange, in order to make sure they understand, and also to make them think

about their choice. Then, after they answer the second 22 questions of the questionnaire, subjects

are asked to make a choice conditional on the die coming up lower than or equal to the number

on their index card.14 This allows us to observe a decision for each subject, not just the ones for

which the decision actually turns out to apply, which is similar to the strategy method often used

13More details on both experiments are provided in the Methods Appendix, available from the authors.
14They are asked to check one of the following: If the the die comes up [1 in Treatment T L; 1 to 9 in Treatment

T H ]: � I want to keep the mug; or � I want to trade the mug for the pen.
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in experimental games.15 Before rolling the die, we ask some additional questions, as described in

Section 4.1.2.

The experiments were run at the Harvard Decision Science Laboratory. A total of 45 subjects

(23 females; mean age 21), all of them undergraduate students at the university, participated. We

conducted 10 sessions with between 3 and 7 subjects per session. Half the sessions were run on

one day in late October 2009, the other half over two days in early November. Subjects received a

show-up fee of $10, and the experiment took about 20 minutes.16

2.3 Results

RESULT 1: Subjects that have a 10% chance of being able to exchange are significantly less likely

to be willing to exchange than subjects that have a 90% chance. The proportion of subjects who

choose to exchange the mug for the pen is 22.7% in Treatment TL and 56.5% in Treatment TH

(p=0.033, two-sided Fisher’s exact test).

Thus, we confirm the prediction of KR (2006) that reference points matter for choice, and

that they are determined by expectations. The effect is large: subjects in Treatment TH are 34

percentage points, or one and a half times, more likely to choose to exchange than subjects in

Treatment TL. As a test of the robustness of the result, Table 1 reports the estimated marginal

effects from probit regressions that predict the probability a subject chooses to exchange from a

treatment indicator and other covariates that may be related to their choice. Among the covariates

we consider, gender significantly predicts the desire to exchange: column (2) shows that females

seem to like the pen relatively more than males. However, the gender effect does not drive our result,

as our treatments were perfectly gender-balanced. Column (3) shows that when both treatment

and gender indicators are included as regressors, the indicator for Treatment TH is still significant

15As is further discussed in the Theory Appendix, eliciting a subject’s decision conditional on a choice set being
reached is theoretically equivalent to asking the subject to choose once the choice set is reached, if by then the subject
has made her plan. This is because KR (2006) posit that reference points are determined by lagged expectations. An
interesting avenue for future research would be to test this prediction and investigate how quickly reference points
adapt. However, if in our experiment we were to only elicit decisions after the uncertainty was resolved, we would
need a prohibitively large number of subjects to examine decisions in the 10% possibility-of-trade condition.

16In the November sessions, the subjects afterwards participated in a second, completely unrelated experiment.
The fact that these experiments were unrelated was made very clear to participants, and they were told that the first
experiment involved the mugs and pens while the second involved choosing between various payment amounts. The
results below demonstrate that behavior was similar in the October and November sessions.
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at p < 0.02. Furthermore, column (4) shows that adding subject age and an indicator for the

day on which the session took place does not change the result either. If anything, the estimated

treatment effect becomes even larger.17

3 Experiment 2: Expectations and Valuation

3.1 Theoretical Predictions for Behavior

3.1.1 Effect of Expectations on WTA

To provide a quantitative measure of the effect of expectation-based reference points, we now

consider how WTA for an item is affected by expectations of getting that item. As in the case

of exchange behavior, this section shows that expectations affect WTA of individuals with loss

aversion around a reference point determined by expectations, but not that of individuals with

reference-independent preferences or with a reference point given by the status quo.

Consider an individual who is told the following: she will receive a mug for free with probability

p, which varies between individuals and is either high (pH = 0.8) or low (pL = 0.1). With probability

q (=0.1) the individual will receive the opportunity to choose between receiving the mug or various

amounts of money. With probability 1 − p− q, the individual expects to get nothing. Individuals’

WTA in case they have the opportunity to trade the mug for money is elicited using an incentive-

compatible modified Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (1964) (BDM) mechanism. How do expectations

affect WTA under different theories of the reference point?

As before, let consumption utility have multiple dimensions, here a “mug” dimension and a

“money” dimension. We parameterize the consumption utility of money as being linear, but this is

not crucial. Proposition 2 shows that the probability p of getting the mug for free alters WTA for

the mug if reference points are determined by expectations, but has no effect under other theories

of the reference point.

Proposition 2 The probability p of getting the mug for free does not affect WTA for the mug if

reference points are given by the status quo or otherwise unaffected by expectations, or if there is

17The robustness of the effect across subsets of sessions is strong: the proportions of subjects in Treatments T L

and T H who wanted to exchange were 23.1% and 53.9% in our October sessions (13 subjects per treatment) and
22.2% and 60.0% in our November sessions (9 subjects in Treatment T L, 10 subjects in Treatment T H).
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no gain-loss utility (η = 0). If reference points are determined by expectations, then increasing the

probability p affects WTA for the mug. For any values of the parameters η > 0 and λ > 1, there is

a q small enough such that increasing p unambiguously increases WTA for the mug.

Proof. If the status quo (no mug, no money) is the reference point, or if η = 0, then WTA for the

mug simply equals the consumption utility of the mug. For any fixed reference point, WTA may

depend on λ and η, but will not depend on p. The Theory Appendix shows that with expectation-

based reference points and q = 0, WTA for the mug is given by
(

1 + η(λ−1)
1+η p

)

umug, which is

increasing in p.18 The Appendix also considers the case when q > 0, and shows that a sufficient

condition for WTA to be increasing in p is q < 1+η
2η(λ−1) .

Denote by WTAmug an individual’s WTA for the mug, which is affected by p under KR

preferences. The intuition underlying Proposition 2 is that a higher probability of getting the mug

for free increases the weight on the mug in the individual’s reference point. However, WTAmug

is also affected by q, the probability that the results of the BDM mechanism are implemented,

because the endogenous probability of receiving money or a mug in this case affects the reference

point. The Appendix shows that WTAmug is unambiguously increasing in p for q small enough; for

q = 0.1, as in our experiment, it is sufficient that λ ≤ 5. This is a mild restriction, as it is unlikely

that losses loom more than five times larger than gains.

Examining the limit as q goes to zero (q = 0.1 is small in our experiment) clarifies the intuition:

when p = 0, WTAmug simply gives the consumption utility of the mug, umug. When p = 1, getting

the mug is the full reference point, and WTAmug = 1+ηλ
1+η umug. For intermediate values of p, we

have WTAmug =
(

1 + η(λ−1)
1+η p

)

umug. Thus, the effect of changing expectations is proportional to

umug, suggesting the use of the logarithmic functional form to identify the effect of p as a percentage

change in WTA.

3.1.2 Improving Statistical Power

Previous studies such as Smith (2008) have found large variance in subjects’ WTA or WTP for

items similar to university mugs, which might make it difficult to detect even a reasonably sized

effect of expectations on WTA. To improve statistical power, we control for individual-specific

18This is the case considered by Smith (2008).
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valuation of university merchandise by eliciting WTA for an unrelated item, a university pen.

Holding expectations constant, WTA for both the mug and pen will be affected by similar factors,

such as individual wealth and attachment to the university. Hence, by controlling for WTA for the

pen, the unexplained variance in WTA for the mug should be reduced and a more precise estimate

of the effect of expectations may be obtained.

Consider the following situation. After the individual provides her WTA for the mug, but

before she learns whether her choice applies, she is given a surprise decision. She is shown a pen

and her WTA for the pen, WTApen, is elicited using the same modified BDM mechanism as for

the mug. The pen-related BDM mechanism will be implemented with probability q, in addition

to the probability q that the mug-related BDM mechanism will be implemented.19 Proposition 3

verifies that WTApen is unaffected by p for theories of the reference point that do not depend on

expectations, and that if a higher p increases WTAmug, then WTApen will not decrease in p. Thus,

controlling for individual WTApen will not lead to a predicted effect of p on WTAmug when there

is no such effect.

Proposition 3 The probability p of getting the mug for free has no effect on WTA for the pen if

reference points are given by the status quo or otherwise unaffected by expectations, or if there is

no gain-loss utility. If reference points are determined by expectations and WTA for the mug is

increasing in p, then WTA for the pen will weakly increase in p.

Proof. As in Proposition 2, if the reference point is the status quo (no mug, no money, no pen),

then WTA for the pen simply gives the utility of the pen. For any fixed reference point, WTA may

depend on λ and η, but will not depend on p.

Now suppose reference points are determined by expectations. If mugs and pens are the same

dimension of utility, then the derivation is the same as for Proposition 2, and raising p increases

WTApen. If mugs and pens are independent dimensions of utility, then when q = 0, the util-

ity of getting the pen is upen + η (upen − pλumug) and that of getting $WTApen is WTApen +

η (WTApen − pλumug) . At the indifference point, these expressions must be equal; p cancels and

WTApen is independent of the treatment. The Appendix takes the case where q > 0 and shows

19Thus, there are four possible states of the world: with probability p, the individual receives the mug independently
of any decisions made; with probability q she receives one of her choices between the mug and money; with probability
q she receives one of her choices between the pen and money; and with probability 1 − p − 2q she receives nothing.
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that WTApen does not depend directly on p but does depend positively on WTAmug, as WTAmug

will affect the amounts of money the individual expects to receive. This effect is proportional

to q. We use the implicit function theorem to show that
dWTApen

dWTAmug
> 0 for interior values of

WTApen,WTAmug.

The proposition shows that there is a tradeoff: while controlling for WTApen would not give

us a false positive (a positive estimate when the true effect is zero), doing so might attenuate

our estimate of the effect of expectations on WTAmug. If reference points are determined by

expectations, WTApen may be affected by p for two reasons. First, mugs and pens may overlap in

dimensions of utility, if for instance the relevant utility dimension were “university merchandise.”

In this case, p will have a similar effect on WTApen and WTAmug. Second, p may affect WTApen

indirectly: since p affects WTAmug, it alters individuals’ expectations of how much money they

will receive. This indirect effect on WTApen is of the same sign as the effect on WTAmug, and is

proportional to q, which is small in our context and thus likely undetectable.20

Our results below show that controlling for WTApen increases the precision of our treatment

effect on WTAmug without reducing the point estimate. We cannot statistically reject a zero effect

of p on WTApen, consistent with “mug” and “pen” being in different utility dimensions and the

indirect effect through the expected money receipt being small (due to q being low).

3.2 Procedures

Upon arrival at the lab, each subject is seated at a carrel with a mug on it. We then flip a coin

in front of each subject individually. The coin’s sides are labeled “1” and “8”, and we give each

subject an index card with their resulting number on it. Subjects then start reading instructions

on the computer screen in front of them. Subjects are told that if a ten-sided die that we roll

individually for each subject at the end of the study comes up lower than the number on their

index card, they will receive the mug in front of them for free and leave with it at the end of the

experiment.21 They are also told that if the die comes up 9, they will have the option to keep the

mug or exchange it for a randomly determined amount of money between $0 and $10.

20Another way in which WTAmug could affect WTApen is via anchoring, which would raise WTApen when p is
high and also attenuate our estimated effect. We find no evidence of this.

21While the ten-sided die we used for Experiment 1 had numbers from 1 to 10, the die we used for this study had
numbers from 0 to 9.
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Thus, subjects whose coin came up “1” have a 10% chance of receiving the mug without making

a choice (we will refer to them as being in Treatment ML, for low probability of getting the mug)

while subjects who got an “8” have an 80% chance of receiving the mug without making a choice

(Treatment MH). Subjects in both treatments have a 10% chance of having a choice between the

mug and money.

The next phase of the experiment is then identical to Experiment 1. The experimenter reads

the most important parts of the instructions out loud; subjects fill out a personality questionnaire

in two parts, and get reminded in the middle that they may get the mug for free or have the

possibility to choose between the mug and money. They are then told that they will now make

choices (on a list) between different monetary amounts or keeping the mug (and not getting the

money), and that, if the die comes up 9, they will receive their choice from one randomly selected

row. Subjects then make their choices for dollar amounts ranging from $0 to $9.57, in increments

of $0.33.22 They are also told that their decisions will only be revealed to the experimenters in case

the die comes up such that one of their choices applies.

Once they have made their choices for the case in which the die comes up 9, they get presented

with a page of instructions that informs them that if the die comes up 8 (in which case they

previously expected to get neither the mug nor money), they will get their choice between a pen

and a randomly determined dollar amount. It is made very clear to the subjects that their choice

for this contingency does not in any way influence what they will get in case the die does not come

up 8. They are handed a pen to inspect, and are then again asked to make choices between keeping

the pen and different dollar amounts ($0 to $9.57, in $0.33 increments).

The experiments were again run at the Harvard Decision Science Laboratory. A total of 112

subjects (66 females; mean age 22), all of them either undergraduate (83 subjects) or graduate

(29 subjects) students at Harvard, participated. We conducted 16 sessions with between 3 and 11

subjects per session, across five days in April and May 2010. Subjects received a show-up fee of

$10, and the experiment took about 20 minutes.23

22The increments were chosen in order to avoid focal numbers as much as possible. The software enforced a single
switching point and required that subjects make a choice in all the rows. For more details, see the Methods Appendix.

23As in Experiment 1, the subjects afterwards participated in a second, completely unrelated pilot experiment,
and the fact that these experiments were unrelated was made very clear to subjects.
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3.3 Results

RESULT 2: Subjects that have a high chance of leaving with the mug value the mug significantly

higher than subjects that have a low chance of leaving with the mug. We estimate that being in

treatment MH instead of ML increases willingness-to-accept for the mug by 20-30%.

Based on the individual coin flips, 52 subjects were in treatment MH and 60 subjects in treat-

ment ML. We start by simply comparing the mean WTA for the mug across treatments.24 On

average, subjects in the MH treatment request $4.12 to give up the mug, while the mean WTA of

subjects in the ML treatment is $3.74. While these averages are in the right direction to support

our theoretical predictions, they are far from statistically significantly different (p=0.44, t-test25),

due to the large between-subjects variation (the standard deviation of WTAmug is around 2.5 in

both treatments).

However, as explained in Section 3.1.2, we also elicit WTA for the pen, WTApen, to control for

individual-specific variation in WTA for university memorabilia. Looking at subject-level differences

between the amounts people are willing to accept in exchange for the mug or for the pen,WTAmug−

WTApen, the treatment effect indeed moves closer towards significance: on average, subjects in

the MH treatment require $0.92 more to give up the mug than to give up the pen, while the

corresponding average for the ML treatment is only $0.02. This treatment difference is borderline

significant (p=0.058, t-test).26

Differences in absolute values between WTA for the mug and the pen are, however, not the

correct functional form according to the theory. As described in Section 3.1.1, the effect of a high

probability of getting the mug should be approximately proportional to the consumption utility of

the mug, or, as we will implement it, linear in logs. The mean ln(WTAmug) is 1.30 in Treatment

24In our main analysis, we measure WTA as the midpoint between the highest amount for which the subject
prefers keeping the item and the lowest amount at which she prefers returning the item in exchange for the money.
For subjects who prefer keeping the item for all amounts, we set their WTA to $9.57 (the highest amount we offer
them). We control for this censoring in some of our regressions (by using Tobit or interval regressions) and find that
it does not materially affect our results.

25All tests reported in this paper are two-sided. While in this section we report t-tests (assuming unequal vari-
ances), nonparametric Fisher-Pitman permutation tests in all cases give very similar results, often with slightly smaller
p-values. (The Fisher-Pitman test is a more powerful alternative to the better known Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test;
see Kaiser, 2007 for further discussion.)

26The average WTA for the pen, WTApen, is somewhat higher in the ML treatment ($3.72) than in the MH

treatment ($3.20), but the means are not statistically significantly different (p=0.27, t-test; p=0.61 if instead we use
ln(WTApen)).
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MH and 1.11 in Treatment ML; a difference that is not quite significantly different (p=0.17, t-test).

However, when we consider the subject-level difference between ln(WTAmug) and ln(WTApen), we

find a mean of 0.33 for subjects in the MH treatment and 0.01 for subjects in the ML treatment.

This difference is statistically significant (p=0.03, t-test).27 Thus, controlling for idiosyncratic

variation in WTA enables us to reduce noise and detect the treatment effect.

Regression analysis allows for a more flexible relationship between ln(WTAmug) and ln(WTApen),

and allows us to control for demographic characteristics and potential day-specific effects that may

influence individuals’ preference for the mug versus the pen. It can also address the censoring that

occurs in a few cases at the top or the bottom of the WTA scale. Our main regression equation is

ln (WTAmug,i) = α+ β ·MH
i + γ ln (WTApen,i) + ψ′Xi + ǫi

where MH
i is an indicator that equals one for subjects in treatment MH . If expecting to get the

mug with a high probability increases WTA for the mug, as predicted by the KR theory, we expect

β > 0. If instead preferences are reference-independent, or if reference points are given by the

status quo, we expect β = 0.

Table 2 shows that we find strong support for the KR prediction. Column (1), where we regress

ln(WTAmug,i) on the treatment indicator MH
i only, restates the result that without controlling

for WTApen, β is positive but not quite statistically significant. However, as predicted in the

discussion in Section 3.1.2, once we add ln(WTApen,i) as an additional regressor in order to reduce

idiosyncratic noise, β increases in magnitude to 0.27 and becomes significant at p < 0.05 (column

(2)). It remains significant and increases even further in magnitude (to 0.3) if we add demographic

and day controls (column (3); note that the signs of the coefficients on age and female are consistent

with what was found in Experiment 1) or use a Tobit that accounts for the few censored observations

(at WTAmug = 9.57; column (4)). In column (5), we allow for a more flexible relationship between

ln(WTAmug,i) and WTApen,i by using a cubic function in WTApen,i instead of ln(WTApen,i). This

also enables us to include the two subjects with WTApen,i = 0 in the sample. The point estimate

of the treatment effect decreases slightly but remains significant at p < 0.05.

27The nonparametric Fisher-Pitman test yields p=0.02; the less powerful Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test p=0.09.
Subjects that indicate a $0 WTA for either the mug or the pen, meaning they would rather have nothing than leave
with the item, get dropped when we use ln(WTA). There are five such subjects in MH (two of which indicate a $0
WTA for both items) and three in ML.
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Taken together, these results indicate that WTA for the mug increases by 20-30% when subjects

have a high probability of getting the mug. In Table A.2 in the Empirical Appendix, we conduct a

number of additional robustness checks which show that our result is robust to adding an interaction

term MH
i · ln(WTApen,i), session fixed effects, or to the use of an interval regression that accounts

for the fact that we only observe bounds on subjects’ WTA. Also, we show that if we run regressions

in levels rather than in logs, the estimated treatment effect is generally borderline significant (at

p < 0.1, and at p < 0.05 if we use interval regression) once WTApen and demographic characteristics

are added as regressors.

4 Discussion

4.1 Psychological Mechanisms

4.1.1 Gain-Loss Utility or Motivated Taste Change?

The results from both our experiments show that individuals display a reluctance to give up items

they expect to own. Our findings are predicted by theories of expectation-based reference points,

such as KR, in which expectations affect individuals’ gain-loss utility. However, expectations could

also directly affect perceived consumption utility, that is, how desirable one finds an item. Following

Strahilevitz and Loewenstein (1998), we will refer to this theory as “motivated taste change.”28 This

theory presumes that preferences are to some extent (consciously or subconsciously) “manipulated”

to maximize a utility function that may include things such as self-image, which could in part be

determined by the self-perceived desirability of one’s possessions. One could formalize such a theory

as saying that the perceived consumption utility from an item i that an individual will own with

probability pi is given by ui(pi), with dui/dpi > 0.

These two types of theories are observationally equivalent in our experiments, as well as in

many other economically-relevant settings involving valuation of goods. However, the KR theory

28Strahilevitz and Loewenstein also attempt to test whether their findings of an effect of ownership on valuation
are driven by shifting reference points or motivated taste change, and argue that the former theory provides a better
explanation of their findings. Using subjective attractiveness questionnaires, they find some evidence for motivated
taste change for goods owned over a long period of time (about an hour), but not when ownership had only lasted
for a few minutes, as in our experiment. Some researchers in psychology who use similar questionnaires find evidence
that people who expect continued ownership of an item like it better even within a few minutes (e.g., Beggan, 1992,
Gilbert and Ebert, 2002), while others do not find similar results (e.g., Barone et al., 1997). See Rick (2010) for a
recent survey of related topics that also includes a discussion of neuroeconomic evidence on loss aversion.
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makes many additional, largely untested, predictions in different domains, with expectation-based

reference points and loss aversion as crucial ingredients (see e.g. Kőszegi and Rabin, 2007 on risky

choice). If motivated taste change were to explain our experimental results, they would provide

less support for the application of theories of expectation-based reference points in other domains.

In an attempt to untangle the two theories, we conduct a variation of Experiment 2 for which

the two theories make distinct predictions. In this new experiment, we continue to manipulate the

subjects’ probability of obtaining one mug for free, p1. However, we now measure subjects’ WTA

for a second, identical mug in a state of the world in which they are given one mug for free. Thus,

diminishing marginal utility of a second mug should not affect WTA differently across treatments.29

The gain-loss utility account formalized by KR predicts that WTA for a second mug should not

be affected by p1, since a second mug is a gain with respect to both a reference point of zero mugs

or one mug (see Theory Appendix). In contrast, the motivated taste change theory predicts that

WTA for the second mug is also increased by a high p1. This is because in this theory, individuals’

beliefs about the desirability of such mugs are affected by their probability of getting one.

The procedures for this experiment are nearly identical to the ones of our valuation experiment

described in Section 3.2 (see Methods Appendix). The exception is that subjects are now informed

that in case the die comes up 9, they will receive the mug in front of them for free, plus have the

possibility to choose between a second, identical mug and a randomly determined amount of money

between $0 and $10.

Data from 56 subjects (29 in the high probability treatment, M̃H) show no support for motivated

taste change. Mean WTA for the second mug (WTAmug2) is slightly lower in M̃H than in the low-

probability treatment M̃L ($2.28 v. $2.39), as is the difference between WTAmug2 and WTApen

($−0.89 v. $−0.71).30 While ln(WTAmug2) is slightly higher in the high-probability treatment

(0.75 v. 0.72), the mean subject-level difference between ln(WTAmug2) and ln(WTApen) is lower

in treatment M̃H (−0.29) than in treatment M̃L (−0.20). As a reminder, in Section 3.3 the

29A similar experiment is conducted by Morewedge et al. (2009), who report that people who already received a
mug for free have a significantly higher WTP for a second mug than non-owners do for a first mug (or per mug if
given the opportunity to buy two), consistent with the idea that owners like the mug better. The reasons behind our
differential findings could be due to differences in how subjects are randomized into treatments, or to the fact that
in Morewedge et al.’s setting ownership was certain, not probabilistic.

30Unsurprisingly, WTA for a second mug is thus quite a bit lower than WTA for the first mug found in Section 3.3,
which averaged $3.92 across the two treatments. One might be concerned that our finding of no treatment differences
is due to many subjects having very low WTAmug2; however, only seven subjects state WTAmug2 below $0.50.
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mean log-difference between WTA for one mug and WTA for the pen was 0.32 higher in the

high-probability treatment. We can reject the null hypothesis that the effect of being in the high-

probability treatment on ln(WTAmug2)− ln(WTApen) equals 0.32 with p < 0.04 (t-test). Similarly,

the coefficient on M̃H in a regression parallel to column (2) in Table 2 equals −0.03, and the null

hypothesis that this coefficient equals 0.266 (the treatment effect of MH estimated in Experiment

2) is rejected at the 10% level.

Thus, the results of this experiment provide no evidence in favor of the hypothesis that a higher

probability of ending up with a mug increases subjects’ perceived consumption utility from the

mug: the estimated treatment effect mostly goes in the opposite direction. This evidence suggests

that the findings in our main experiments were driven by gain-loss utility around expectation-based

reference points, not motivated taste change.

4.1.2 How Do Reference Points Form?

The discussion in the previous subsection leaves open the question of what psychological mechanism

is behind the formation of expectation-based reference points and gain-loss utility. One candidate

mechanism is that a higher likelihood of getting an item may increase the time or intensity with

which an individual thinks about the item. This could increase the weight on the item in the

person’s reference point, which she compares her subsequent position to. In turn, this makes it

more likely that the reluctance to incur a loss compared to this reference point outweighs the

potential consumption utility surplus the alternative item may provide. A related mechanism is

proposed by “Query Theory” (Johnson et al., 2007), which argues that values are constructed by

posing queries to oneself and that the order of these queries matters. In our context, individuals

with high expectations of getting the mug may pose themselves different queries and focus more

on the mug than on the alternative (pen or money), producing a shift of the reference point and a

reluctance to give up the mug.

Questions posed to subjects in Experiment 1 provide suggestive evidence consistent with these

mechanisms. After they made their choices (but before the die was rolled to determine whether

their decision applied), subjects were asked to indicate agreement or disagreement with the following

statements on a scale from 1 (disagree strongly) to 5 (agree strongly): (i) I like the mug better

than the pen; (ii) Since the beginning of the session, I have spent some time thinking about how I
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would use the pen; (iii) Since the beginning of the session, I have spent some time thinking about

how I would use the mug; (iv) Since the beginning of the session, I have spent more time thinking

about the mug than about the pen.

Table A.1 in the Empirical Appendix summarizes the results. Consistent with the choice evi-

dence, subjects in Treatment TL (mildly) significantly more strongly agree with the statement that

they like the mug better than the pen. Subjects in both conditions are about equally likely to

agree to having spent some time thinking about using each item. However, subjects in Treatment

TL more strongly agree to having spent more time (between the moment we explained the deci-

sion situation and the moment they made their decision) thinking about the mug than about the

pen (means: 3.95 v. 3.17; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney p=0.056). This result is consistent with the

psychological mechanisms discussed above.

4.2 Subject Misconceptions and Transparent Randomization

Subjects in experiments make inferences from the decision environment they are put in. While

this fact is true in general, Plott and Zeiler (henceforth PZ) (2007) suggest that it is particularly

important to control for such inferences in experiments that try to test whether reference-dependent

preferences affect exchange behavior. They argue that if subjects in the typical exchange experiment

are not told that which item they receive first was determined randomly, they may (mistakenly)

infer that this item is superior to the one they can exchange it for, which makes them reluctant to

exchange. To prevent this, PZ explicitly tell subjects that which item they get first was randomly

determined, as will be discussed further in the next subsection.

In a pilot for our exchange experiment, we found evidence that subject misconceptions from non-

transparent randomization do indeed matter for behavior. Before settling on the design reported in

Section 2, we ran sessions in which we did not make the random assignment to treatments obvious

to subjects. A total of 63 subjects participated in 15 sessions conducted at the end of July 2009;

32 were randomly assigned (without their knowledge) to Treatment T̃L and 31 to Treatment T̃H .

Subjects in these treatments had the same probabilities of being able to exchange as in TL and

TH , respectively, and received very similar instructions, except that they were not told the source

of the probability they would be permitted to exchange (see Methods Appendix for more details).

The results went in the opposite direction of the ones in our main sessions reported in Section 2.3.
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In Treatment T̃H , 29.0% of subjects chose to exchange, while in Treatment T̃L, 62.5% chose to

exchange, and the difference in proportions is statistically significant at p = 0.011 (Fisher’s exact

test).

After the first few sessions, we realized that this may have been due to a value inference effect:

subjects who were given a low (10%) probability of being able to exchange their mug for the pen

may have inferred that the pen must therefore be more valuable. We then added a question to

the debriefing survey in which we asked subjects which item they believe has higher retail value,

on a five-point scale from “definitely pen” to “definitely mug.” Consistent with the value inference

hypothesis, among the 19 subjects in Treatment T̃L who answered the question, 13 (or 68.4%)

indicated that they believed that the pen “definitely” or “probably” had higher retail value, while

the same was true for only four out of 14 (28.6%) of subjects in Treatment T̃H . A Wilcoxon-Mann-

Whitney test indicates that the distributions of responses to the question are significantly different

at p < 0.03.

This value inference effect disappears when randomization is made transparent by flipping a

coin in front of each subject.31 Thus, we conclude that, in the pilot, our test of expectation-based

reference points was confounded by an experimental design that created subject misconceptions

about the relative values of the two items. The pilot may also speak to the relative strength of

expectation-based reference points versus value inference. While we find evidence in favor of the

KR theory in our clean treatments, the effect of loss aversion can be more than outweighed by

(perceived) value signals provided by probabilities. This observation was part of the motivation

behind Experiment 2, the goal of which was to get a quantitative measure of the strength of the

effect of expectation-based reference points on valuation.

Misconceptions from non-transparent randomization may affect the results of other research.

For instance, in Abeler et al. (2009), subjects are randomized into a low or high fixed payment

condition. They are then equally likely to be paid a piece rate or to receive this fixed payment and

only learn which case applies after they stop working. Abeler et al. find that subjects in the high

fixed payment condition work more and that a significant fraction of subjects stop working right

31The final row of Appendix Table A.1 shows that the answers to the debriefing question about relative retail value
do not differ significantly across treatments in our main sessions, suggesting that our explicitly random assignment
to treatments prevented subjects from inferring anything about the relative values of the two items. We asked the
same question after Experiment 2, also finding only small and insignificant treatment differences (means: 2.75 in
Treatment MH , 2.68 in Treatment ML; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney p=0.71).
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when their piece rate earnings equal the fixed payment they may receive. These findings, like our

results, are consistent with subjects having reference-dependent preferences with a reference point

determined by expectations. However, because randomization into treatments was not transparent

to subjects in Abeler et al.’s experiment, their results could also be driven in part by subjects’

(mistaken) inference. In particular, subjects may have taken the fixed payment as a signal of the

expected effort level in the experiment (for instance, they could think that the fixed payment they

may receive instead of their piece rate earnings was calibrated to be close to the piece rate earnings

the average participant accumulates), and their behavior may (consciously or unconsciously) be

affected by this.32

4.3 Reconciling Previous Experiments

4.3.1 Exchange Behavior

Our findings, along with the theory of expectation-based reference points, can help reconcile the

varied findings of previous experiments on the presence or absence of the endowment effect and on

WTP-WTA gaps. The classic early experiment demonstrating the endowment effect was conducted

by Knetsch (1989), who endowed subjects with either a mug or a chocolate bar and found that

substantially fewer subjects exchanged their item for the alternative than predicted by classical

theories. Such exchange asymmetries have usually been interpreted as resulting from loss aversion

around a reference point given by current endowments. However, a natural interpretation in terms

of expectation-based reference points is that, until the opportunity to exchange is offered to par-

ticipants, they fully expect to leave the experiment with the item they were endowed with, so that

expectations and endowments coincide.

PZ (2007) argue that Knetsch’s findings (and those of other researchers who replicated Knetsch’s

experiment) were largely driven by certain features of his experimental procedures. PZ alter

Knetsch’s procedures in various ways and demonstrate that such changes can have a large impact

on the existence and magnitude of exchange asymmetries. They interpret this result as evidence

32Note that this concern is different from the alternative concern that subjects stop working when their piece rate
earnings equal the fixed payment because the amount of the fixed payment is particularly salient and may thus serve
as a focal point or anchor. Abeler et al. can rule out this explanation for their findings through some clever additional
treatments. They also conduct a further additional treatment to show that their result is not driven by gift exchange
motives (i.e., subjects wanting to reciprocate in response to the generosity of the possible fixed payment).
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that the endowment effect observed in earlier studies is not due to non-standard features of sub-

jects’ preferences. However, when experimental procedures are altered, subjects’ expectations of

which item(s) they will leave the experiment with may also change. In particular, PZ’s procedures

may have made subjects believe that they would also be given a pen, or that there would be an

opportunity to exchange the mug for the pen.33 In such a case, the expectation-based reference

point would be the same, regardless of initial endowment, and no exchange asymmetry is predicted

by KR.34

Thus, while PZ show that the endowment effect can disappear when certain experimental pro-

cedures are used, they do not directly manipulate or measure subjects’ expectations that they will

leave with a mug or pen. They argue that previously observed exchange asymmetries are due solely

to classical preferences interacting with experimental procedures. However, their results are also

consistent with the endowment effect being driven by reference-dependent preferences, but with a

reference point determined by expectations, not current endowments.

Other work has found an “endowment effect” even when subjects do not formally own an item.

Knetsch and Wong (2009) find exchange asymmetries in an experimental treatment in which they

give subjects an item, but tell them they do not yet own the item (but will own it at the end of the

session). They interpret this finding as evidence in favor of KR, and interpret the PZ procedures

as providing only a “weak reference state.” In this treatment, there is no upfront announcement to

subjects that they will be able to alternatively get the other item at the end. In another treatment,

Knetsch and Wong closely follow the PZ procedures, except that they explicitly tell subjects that

at the end they will have the option to exchange, and confirm the absence of an endowment effect

under these conditions.35

33Their two treatments in which no exchange asymmetries are observed, the “full set of controls” and the “loss
emphasis treatment,” begin as follows (p. 1459): “We began these sessions by informing the subjects that mugs and
pens would be used during the experiment. Subjects were then told that a coin was flipped before the start of the
experiment to determine which good, the mug or the pen, would be distributed first. We then distributed mugs to
the subjects and announced, ‘These mugs are yours’.” In their “loss emphasis treatment,” PZ use somewhat stronger
language to convey subjects’ entitlement to the endowed good; they say “The mug is yours. You own it.”

34A subject who expects to get both items will necessarily feel a loss in one dimension when she gets surprised by
the announcement that she can only leave with one of them, so she will choose the one with the higher consumption
utility. Similarly, a subject who expects to be able to exchange for sure will plan on leaving with the item with the
higher consumption utility (this is the p → 1 case in Proposition 1), independently of which item she is endowed
with.

35Knetsch and Wong have a third treatment, in which they find a significant exchange asymmetry even though
subjects are told early on that they will have the option to exchange their item if they would like. They speculate
that this finding may be due to the randomization procedure used, but it could also be due to the classic endowment
effect.
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4.3.2 Valuation Behavior: WTP and WTA

A robust debate continues on when WTP-WTA gaps exist and whether they should be interpreted

as evidence for reference-dependent preferences (see Isoni, Loomes, and Sugden 2010 and the reply

by PZ 2010). In a classic paper, Kahneman et al. (1990) find that initial ownership of an item

seems to affect valuation of that item. In a series of laboratory experiments, they observe large

gaps between WTP and WTA for mugs, even though initial endowments were randomly assigned.

These results have been interpreted as evidence for prospect theory and loss aversion. PZ (2005)

reexamine this paradigm and dispute that the mere fact of endowment affects preferences. They

instead argue that subject misconceptions drive the WTP-WTA gap and show that with extensive

training in the BDM mechanism and anonymity, there is no statistically significant gap between

WTP and WTA for mugs.36 As in the previous subsection, reference points that are determined

by expectations can reconcile the differential findings. Under this view, WTP-WTA gaps are

predicted only when buyers and sellers of the good have different expectations of keeping the good.

In the original Kahneman et al. experiments, endowments may (or may not) have induced an

expectation of continued ownership of the good. Either way, we agree with PZ that many factors

other than reference dependence—bargaining heuristics, misunderstanding the BDM mechanism,

etc.—may contribute to differences between WTP and WTA in these experiments. Yet just as

in the exchange experiments, the procedures and training used by PZ may not have induced a

difference between buyers and seller in their expectations of keeping the mug, as subjects may

anticipate the possibility of trade. Thus, the absence of WTP-WTA gaps in their experiments is

not surprising when reference points are determined by expectations.

Our second experiment, which directly manipulates expectations and holds everything else

constant across treatments, provides clean evidence of a statistically and economically significant

effect of reference dependence on valuation. We cannot directly speak to whether WTP-WTA gaps

observed elsewhere are due to differences in expectations as opposed to a possible direct effect of

endowment or other factors, but our results suggest that researchers examining WTP-WTA gaps

should directly induce or at least elicit buyers’ and sellers’ expectations that they end up with the

good they are buying/selling.

36However, both Plott and Zeiler (2005) and Isoni et al. (2010) do find WTP-WTA gaps in lotteries. Isoni et al.
and Plott and Zeiler (2010) debate various reasons for this differential finding.
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In sum, PZ (2005, 2007) show that the mere fact of endowment, independent of expectations,

may not lead to increased valuation of a good. However, their results should not be taken as

an indication that in general, reference-dependent preferences do not matter for exchange and

valuation behavior, since the reference point may be determined by expectations which do not

necessarily correspond to current endowments. Our results suggest that to the extent endowments

affect expectations (as they often do outside the lab), endowments will lead to increased valuation

of a good.

5 Conclusion

In two simple experiments, increasing subjects’ expectations of leaving with an item has an effect on

exchange behavior (they are more likely to choose to keep the item) and valuation (they demand

more compensation to give up the item). We thus provide evidence that individuals’ reference

points are determined, at least in part, by expectations.

Our findings support the assumption of expectation-based reference points made by Kőszegi

and Rabin (2006) and subsequent applications of the theory. Furthermore, they suggest that the

findings of recent research that identifies settings in which the endowment effect does not appear

should not necessarily be interpreted as evidence against the importance of reference-dependent

preferences and loss aversion. The results from our experiments indicate that an “endowment

effect” of some sort is real, but operates via expectations instead of formal ownership.

The implications of expectation-based reference points for policy are often similar to those of

status-quo-based reference points, since ownership often carries with it the expectation of keeping

a good. Yet there may be consequential differences. For instance, loss aversion may not inhibit

trade in markets where individuals expect to trade, such as markets for tradeable pollution (e.g.

carbon) permits. Moreover, in contingent valuation studies, individuals’ prior perception of the

probability a policy will be implemented may influence their WTP or WTA for the policy. This

should be considered when interpreting the results from such studies for policy evaluation.

While we show that expectations are an important determinant of reference points, we cannot

rule out that other factors, such as social norms, aspirations, salience, and history, may also influence

the reference point. Untangling these factors suggests an interesting direction for future research.
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Table 1: Determinants of Desire to Exchange Mug for Pen

Pr(choose to exchange) (1) (2) (3) (4)

Treatment TH .338∗∗ .353∗∗ .402∗∗

(.137) (.139) (.154)

Female .249∗ .270∗ .291∗

(.141) (.145) (.163)

Age .103
(.066)

Day indicators No No No Yes

# observations 45 45 45 45

Notes: Displayed coefficients are predicted marginal effects from
probit regressions (in case of dummy variables, for a discrete
change from 0 to 1). Dependent variable: Indicator variable =
1 if subject wants to exchange. Standard errors in parentheses.

Level of significance: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

Table 2: Determinants of Willingness-to-Accept for the Mug

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Treatment MH .194 .266∗∗ .306∗∗ .308∗∗ .290∗∗

(.143) (.124) (.128) (.126) (.13)

ln(WTApen) .524∗∗∗ .560∗∗∗ .568∗∗∗

(.091) (.093) (.091)

Female -.199 -.213∗ -.191
(.131) (.128) (.133)

Age -.052∗ -.050∗ -.046∗

(.027) (.026) (.027)

Day indicators No No Yes Yes Yes
Other controls Cubic in WTApen

# observations 106 104 104 104 106

Notes: Dependent variable: ln(WTAmug). (1), (2), (3) and (5) are OLS regressions;
(4) displays predicted marginal effects from a Tobit that takes into account censoring
at WTAmug = 9.57. All regressions contain a constant, and except for (1) also
an indicator for WTApen = 9.57 (which indicates that a subject’s WTA for the
pen may be censored; p > 0.3 in all regressions). Regressions with ln(WTApen)
as explanatory variable drop two subjects with WTApen=0. Standard errors in
parentheses.

Level of significance: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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A Theory Appendix

A.1 General Theory

The main objective of KR (2006) is to extend Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979) prospect theory

and to bring it closer to “standard” economic theory. In their formulation, the utility of a decision-

maker (henceforth DM) depends both on her consumption c and on how this consumption compares

to a reference level r. They assume separability between “consumption utility” m(c) and “gain-

loss utility” n(c|r). Consumption and reference levels can have multiple dimensions, so that c =

(c1, c2, ..., cK ) and r = (r1, r2, ..., rK), and it is assumed that both forms of utility are additively

separable across dimensions, such that m(c) =
∑K

k=1mk(ck) and n(c|r) =
∑K

k=1 nk(ck|rk). Total

reference-dependent utility (henceforth RDU) of an outcome c given reference level r is then given

by

u(c|r) =
K∑

k=1

mk(ck)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

cons. utility m(c)

+
K∑

k=1

µ(mk(ck) −mk(rk))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

gain−loss utility n(c|r)

,

where µ(·) is continuous and strictly increasing, and has the properties of the Kahneman-Tversky

value function: loss aversion (a kink at zero) and diminishing sensitivity. In what follows, we will

use the piecewise linear specification (as in Section IV of KR, 2006) µ(x) = ηx for x > 0 and

µ(x) = ηλx for x ≤ 0, where η > 0 is the DM’s weight on gain-loss utility and λ > 1 her loss

aversion coefficient.

In KR, the reference point is given by probabilistic beliefs about future outcomes, so that it is

in fact a reference lottery given by probability measure G : R
K → R over consumption utility in

each of the k dimensions. Thus the RDU of outcome c given expectations G is

U(c|G) =

∫

u(c|r)dG(r).

This formulation implies that when evaluating a dimension ck of a consumption outcome c, the

DM compares it separately to each possible value that this dimension could take according to the

reference lottery, and weights it by the probability of this outcome in the reference lottery.

But what exactly determines the reference lottery? KR employ the concept of personal equilib-

rium (PE), which requires the following:
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• the DM has a plan for every contingency that she can possibly face in a given decision

situation;

• her reference lottery is based on her expectation to put these plans into action once she knows

which contingency applies; and

• her actions maximize expected RDU, given her reference lottery.

The timing of a decision situation in which PE applies is as follows:

• t = −1: DM starts focusing on the decision; knows all the possible choice sets she might face

at t = 1 and the probabilities with which they occur;

• t = 0: DM makes plans for each possible choice set, thereby setting her reference lottery;

• t = 1: ‘Nature’ determines the choice set the DM actually faces. The DM follows through

on her plan for this choice set, which then yields either a deterministic or a probabilistic

outcome.

The PE concept requires the DM’s actions at t = 1 to be optimal given her beliefs at t = 0,

beliefs formed at t = 0 to be rational given her plans, and her plans to be “credible” in the sense

that at t = 1 the DM has no incentive to deviate from them (akin to subgame perfection in standard

multi-player game theory).

KR emphasize that it is possible for multiple PEs to exist in a given situation. An example:

assume the consumption utilities resulting from actions x and y are not too different. Then, one

equilibrium may be for the DM to plan on x and indeed do x, but another one may be for her to

plan on y and do y (because if she planned on y and ended up doing x, she would feel a loss from

not getting the consequence of y, which may outweigh a possible consumption utility advantage of

x). In such a case KR’s preferred way of equilibrium selection is to take the PE that gives the DM

the highest expected RDU, the preferred personal equilibrium (PPE).
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A.2 Derivation of KR Portion of Proposition 1

Denote a subject’s consumption utility from the mug by umug and the consumption utility from

the pen by upen.1 The treatment variable is p, the probability with which the subject expects to

have the option to exchange the mug (which she is endowed with) against the pen. The subjects

know the choice that they may face, but are unable to commit to a decision until the end of the

session. In terms of the timeline from the previous subsection, the moment when we announce to

subjects that they own the mug and may have the possibility to exchange the mug against a pen

comprises t = −1. t = 0 is then the time span during which the subjects plan what they are going

to do at t = 1, and this plan determines their reference lottery.

We now examine how the conditions on umug and upen for a subject to choose “exchange” in a

PE or (more restrictively) the PPE vary with our treatment variable p.2

If a subject plans to choose “exchange” if given the choice, then she expects rend w/pen to occur

with probability p and rend w/mug to occur with probability 1 − p. Her utility of outcome c, given

her expectations, is then U (c|“exchange”) = pu
(
c|rend w/pen

)
+ (1 − p)u

(
c|rend w/mug

)
.

If she follows through with her plan, her gain-loss utility in the different outcome cases is as

follows:

• if her decision applies and she gets the pen (which happens with probability p):

p · 0 + (1 − p) · η(upen − λumug);

• if it does not apply and she keeps the mug (which happens with probability 1 − p):

p · η(umug − λupen) + (1 − p) · 0.

Therefore, if she reaches the state of the world in which she can exchange, and follows through

with her plan, her utility is

U ({1 pen, 0 mugs} |“exchange”) = upen + (1 − p)η(upen − λumug), (1)

1Throughout, we assume upen, umug ≥ 0, i.e. that subjects weakly prefer both receiving the mug for sure and
receiving the pen for sure to receiving nothing.

2We limit our focus to pure-strategy equilibria.
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while if she deviated and chose to keep the mug instead, her utility would be

U ({0 pens, 1 mug} |“exchange”) = umug + pη(umug − λupen). (2)

Her plan to exchange if possible is credible and thus a PE if and only if (1) ≥ (2), or

upen ≥ umug
1 + η(λ+ p(1 − λ))

1 + η(1 − p(1 − λ))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡X(p)

. (3)

As λ > 1 and η > 0, we have that

X ′(p) < 0, X(0) =
1 + ηλ

1 + η
> 1, X

(
1

2

)

= 1, and X(1) =
1 + η

1 + ηλ
< 1.

In words, this means that as the probability p of getting the possibility to exchange the mug for

the pen increases, the consumption utility a subject gets from the pen necessary for “exchange” to

be a PE decreases (relative to umug), such that “exchange” is a PE for more (umug, upen) pairs.

Note that in our experiment we elicit a decision from all subjects, independently of whether

their decision to exchange or not will in fact matter. In other words, our subjects are required to

make a conditional choice before knowing whether they are in the state of the world in which they

have the option to exchange. The initial instructions given to subjects did not specify whether

they would make their choice before or after the die roll; we now discuss why either way it does

not make a difference for the theoretical prediction.

If subjects expected to be asked to make an unconditional choice (i.e., only after the die is

rolled), then in terms of the KR theory, eliciting a conditional choice is no different from the

alternative in which we first roll the die and then only elicit a decision if the appropriate number

comes up. At this point, the plan is made, and whether we elicit it as a plan or as an actual

choice should not make a difference, given KR’s assumption that reference points are given by

lagged expectations, and that in equilibrium, plans have to be consistent with rationally expected

behavior (i.e., the subject has no incentive to deviate from her plan once she knows which choice

set she actually faces).

We can also see that asking subjects to make a conditional choice does not alter the PE condition
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by considering the subject’s expected utility from sticking to the plan to say “exchange” once she

has learned that she is required to make a conditional choice:

EU(“exchange”|“exchange”) = p [U ({1 pen, 0 mugs} |“exchange”)]

+ (1 − p) [U ({0 pens, 1 mug} |“exchange”)]

= p[upen + (1 − p)η(upen − λumug)]

+(1 − p)[umug + pη(umug − λupen)].

For “exchange” to be optimal, this has to be greater or equal to U (“keep”|“exchange”), given

by (2). This condition boils down to (3). Furthermore, the exact same condition would also be

required for “exchange” to be a PE in case subjects expected from the beginning that they would

be asked to make a conditional choice.

The above expression for X(p) implies that if p is high (p > 1
2), “exchange” may be a PE even

if upen < umug. However, in such a case, “keep” is a PE as well, and it may indeed be the PPE

(that is, the PE with the highest ex-ante expected utility).3

The condition for “exchange” to be the PPE is that EU(“exchange”|“exchange”) ≥ EU(“keep”|“keep”) =

umug, or

p(upen − umug) + η[p(1 − p)(upen − λumug) + (1 − p)p(umug − λupen)] ≥ 0,

which simplifies to

(upen − umug) + η (1 − p) (1 − λ) (upen + umug) ≥ 0.

For p < 1, “exchange” can be the PPE only if the pen gives higher consumption utility (upen >

umug), as the second term is negative due to loss aversion (λ > 1). Crucial for our hypothesis,

note that as p is increased, “exchange” is the PPE for more pairs of upen and umug (the required

consumption utility surplus from the pen becomes smaller), as increasing p makes the second term

less negative.

Kőszegi and Rabin (2007) introduce an alternative equilibrium concept, the “choice-acclimating

3It is easy to show that “keep” is a PE if upen ≤
1+ηλ
1+η

umug , which is always the case if upen < umug and if
“exchange” is not a PE.
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personal equilibrium” (CPE), which applies in situations where the DM determines the reference

lottery by her actual choice, instead of with her plan. In general, the CPE may yield different pre-

dictions from the (P)PE concept (which KR 2007 rename “unacclimating personal equilibrium”).

However, the CPE applies only in cases in which uncertainty is resolved long after actions are

committed to. In both our experiments, subjects cannot commit to their decision before the end

of the decision situation, but are given ample time to think about it between the beginning of the

experiment and the moment they make their choice, making (P)PE the appropriate concept. Fur-

thermore, in this experiment, CPE would make the exact same prediction as PPE, as the expected

utility from saying “keep” is simply umug, while the expected utility from saying “exchange,” know-

ing that this will then determine the reference lottery, is the same as given in the expression for

EU(“exchange”|“exchange”). Thus, the prediction that a higher p should increase the proportion

of subjects that indicate that they would like to exchange is robust to the use of all the different

equilibrium concepts proposed by KR.

A.3 Derivation of KR Portion of Propositions 2 and 3

In the second experiment, subjects are put in the following situation: at t = −1, they are told that

at t = 1, they will receive a mug with probability pi ∈ {pL, pH}. With probability q, they instead

enter a Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (1964) (BDM) mechanism where for different amounts of money

between $0 and $10 they have to indicate whether they prefer receiving the mug or the money.

With probability 1 − p − q, they do not get the mug or a choice between mug and money. t = 0

is the time span during which subjects plan what to do at t = 1, which determines their reference

lottery.

A subject’s plan here corresponds to an amount at which the subject is indifferent between

receiving $W ∗
mug and receiving the mug. Then, when entering the BDM mechanism, the subject

(consistent with her plan) chooses the mug for any amount below $W ∗
mug and the money otherwise.

Proposition 2 states that for any pair of parameters η > 0 and λ > 1, there exists a q small enough

such that W ∗
mug unambiguously increases in p for both the PE and the PPE equilibrium concepts.

We give the proof of the proposition for the continuous BDM case; subjects actually make a

discrete decision for different amounts, but this does not affect the results. Assume that a price
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x is drawn from a uniform distribution over [$0, $10].4 Subjects indicate an indifference point

W ∗
mug, their WTA. (All subjects indicate their W ∗

mug, even though their decision only matters with

probability q. As in Experiment 1, eliciting their plan is theoretically equivalent to eliciting their

actual choice if the BDM choice set is reached.) If x < W ∗
mug the subject keeps the mug and gets

no money; if x ≥W ∗
mug, the subject gets $x but no mug.

A PE requires that subjects’ choices must be consistent: a plan will be of the form “choose

‘mug’ if x < W ∗
mug, choose ‘money’ if x ≥ W ∗

mug,” where W ∗
mug is assumed to be in the interior

of the interval (0, 10).5 Call this plan Ω. For plan Ω to be a PE, it must be implementable, and

thus the subject must be indifferent between receiving the mug and receiving $W ∗
mug (because if

she were not, she would have an incentive to deviate from her plan). Thus, it must be the case that

U ({1 mug, $0|Ω}) = U
({

0 mugs, $W ∗
mug|Ω

})

Under plan Ω, the possible outcomes are:

• {1 mug, $0} with probability p+ q
10W

∗
mug

• {0 mug, $0} with probability 1 − p− q

• {0 mug, $x} for x ∈
[
W ∗

mug, 10
]

with probability q
10

(
10 −W ∗

mug

)

Getting a mug involves a gain of a mug relative to getting nothing and a loss relative to getting

$x ≥ W ∗
mug. Similarly, getting $W ∗

mug involves a loss of a mug and gain of $W ∗
mug relative to

getting a mug, a gain of $W ∗
mug relative to getting nothing, and a loss of x −W ∗

mug relative to

getting $x > W ∗
mug. Continue to denote subject i’s consumption utility from the mug by umug,

and let utility of money be linear with scale normalized to one. Using the piecewise linear gain loss

4The statement in Proposition 2 also holds for other distributions, which however make the proof less tractable.
5Given our focus on interior equilibria, we can restrict umug to be smaller than 10, as it can be shown that if

umug ≥ 10, there cannot exist an equilibrium with W ∗
mug < 10.
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function described earlier, we have

U ({1 mug, $0|Ω}) = umug + η

[

(1 − p− q) (umug) +
( q

10

)∫ 10

W ∗
mug

(umug − λx) dx

]

U
({

0 mugs, $W ∗
mug|Ω

})
= W ∗

mug + η






(1 − p− q)
(
W ∗

mug

)
+

(
p+ q

10W
∗
mug

) (
W ∗

mug − λumug

)

−
( q

10

)
λ

∫ 10
W ∗

mug

(
x−W ∗

mug

)
dx






where the integrals are the loss from not getting x > W ∗
mug. The indifference condition at W ∗

mug is

then satisfied if the two expressions are equal.

Consider the case when q = 0. Then, there is a unique PE W ∗
mug = umug

1+η(1+(λ−1)p)
1+η , which

is therefore the PPE. This is the unique solution and it does not depend on the subject’s planned

action.6

When q > 0, it is possible that multiple PE exist. Rearranging the indifference condition gives

a quadratic equation for W ∗
mug :

(
W ∗

mug

)2 q

10
η (λ− 1) −W ∗

mug

[

1 + η
[

1 + (λ− 1) q
(

1 −
umug

10

)]]

+ umug [1 + η (1 + (λ− 1) p)] = 0

Write this as AW 2 +BW + C = 0. Hence, there are at most two roots of this equation, and only

two possible values of W consistent with a PE. Call these values W+ and W−. We restrict attention

to the lower root W−, as W+ gives the perverse case in which WTA for the mug decreases in the

consumption utility of the mug ( dW+/dumug < 0). Moreover, a sufficient condition for W+ to be a

non-interior root (W+ > 10) is 1+η
η(λ−1) > q

[
1 +

umug

10

]
, which is satisfied whenever q is low enough.

Now, assume the lower root W− is real, so that we have an interior solution. Then, simple algebra

shows that dW−

dp > 0, as dW−

dp =
umug[η(1+(λ−1))]

(B2−4AC)1/22A
> 0.

For Proposition 3, consider the surprise WTA elicitation for the pen, the results of which will

be implemented with probability q, replacing part of the probability space in which the subject

expected to get nothing. Since it is a surprise, subjects give their indifference point W ∗
pen while

reference points stay fixed (because they are assumed to be given by lagged expectations). In

this case, reference points are the same as the mug case derived above. Then, for the indifference

6Hence, W ∗
mug would also be a CPE: a CPE must maximize expected utility given that the plan determines the

reference-point. But when q = 0, the reference point is not affected by plans.
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condition to hold at W ∗
pen, we must have U ({1 pen, $0|Ω}) = U

({
0 pens, $W ∗

pen|Ω
})
. We have

U ({1 pen, $0|Ω}) = upen + η

[

upen +
(

p+
q

10
W ∗

mug

)

(−λumug) +
( q

10

)∫ 10

W ∗
mug

(upen − λx) dx

]

U












0 pens, $W ∗
pen

|Ω,W ∗
mug > W ∗

pen










 = W ∗

pen + η






(
1 − q + q

10W
∗
mug

)
W ∗

pen

−
(
p+ q

10W
∗
mug

)
λumug + q

10λ
∫ 10
W ∗

mug

(
W ∗

pen − x
)
dx






U












0 pens, $W ∗
pen

|Ω,W ∗
mug < W ∗

pen










 = W ∗

pen + η









(
1 − q + q

10W
∗
mug

)
W ∗

pen

−
(
p+ q

10W
∗
mug

)
λumug

+ q
10

∫ W ∗
pen

W ∗
mug

(
W ∗

pen − x
)
dx− q

10λ
∫ 10
W ∗

pen

(
x−W ∗

pen

)
dx









Take W ∗
mug > W ∗

pen. Then at the indifference condition we have, after simplification:

(1 + η) upen = W ∗
pen + η

[(

1 + (λ− 1) q +
q

10
(1 − λ)W ∗

mug

)

W ∗
pen

]

which does not depend directly on p. Applying the implicit function theorem gives

q

10
ηW ∗

mugW
∗
pen (λ− 1) =

dW ∗
pen

dW ∗
mug

·
[

1 + η
[(

1 + (λ− 1) q −
q

10
W ∗

mug (λ− 1)
)]]

which yields
dW ∗

pen

dW ∗
mug

> 0 since W ∗
mug < 10.

Similarly, for the case in which W ∗
mug < W ∗

pen, simplifying the indifference condition and using

the implicit function theorem gives

η
[ q

10

(
(λ− 1)

(
W ∗

mug

))]

=
dW ∗

pen

dW ∗
mug

·
[

1 + η
[

(1 + (λ− 1) q) −
q

10

(
W ∗

pen

)
(λ− 1)

]]

which again gives
dW ∗

pen

dW ∗
mug

> 0 since W ∗
mug < 10.

A.4 Derivation of KR Prediction for Experiment in Section 4.1.1

In the experiment in Section 4.1.1, subjects are put in the following situation: at t = −1, they are

told that at t = 1, they will receive one mug with probability pi ∈ {pL, pH}. With probability q, they

receive one mug for sure and additionally enter a Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (BDM) mechanism
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where for different amounts of money between $0 and $10 they have to indicate whether they prefer

receiving a second mug or the money. With probability 1 − p − q, they do not get any mug or a

choice between a second mug and money.

In the main text, we claim that the KR theory predicts no effect of p on WTA for the second

mug. To formally prove this, we need to show that any PE for the BDM stage is independent

of p. A subject’s plan here corresponds to a monetary amount $W ∗
mug2 at which the subject is

indifferent between receiving that amount and receiving the second mug. Then, when entering the

BDM mechanism, the subject (consistent with her plan) chooses the mug for any amount below

$W ∗
mug2 and the money otherwise.

Following a reasoning similar to the one in the proof of Proposition 2, the necessary condition

for a plan Ω̃ to be an interior PE is:

U
({

2 mugs, $0|Ω̃
})

= U
({

1 mug, $W ∗
mug2|Ω̃

})

.

Under plan Ω̃, the possible outcomes are:

• {1 mug, $0} with probability p

• {0 mug, $0} with probability 1 − p− q

• {2 mugs, $0} with probability q
10W

∗
mug2

• {1 mug, $x} for x ∈
[
W ∗

mug, 10
]

with probability q
10

(
10 −W ∗

mug2

)

Denote subject i’s consumption utility from the mug by umug, her utility from two mugs (where

we assume the second mug to be in the same consumption dimension as the first mug) by u2mugs,

and let utility of money be linear with scale normalized to one.7 The two expressions of interest

for the indifference condition are given by:

7If the second mug were in a different consumption utility dimension from the first mug, the claim that p does
not affect the valuation of the second mug trivially holds.
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U
({

2 mugs, $0|Ω̃
})

= u2mugs + η






(1 − p− q) (u2mugs) + p(u2mugs − umug)

+
( q

10

) ∫ 10
W ∗

mug2

((u2mugs − umug) − λx) dx






U
({

1 mug, $W ∗
mug2|Ω̃

})

= umug +W ∗
mug2 + η









(1 − p− q)
(
umug +W ∗

mug2

)
+ pW ∗

mug2

+ q
10W

∗
mug2

(
W ∗

mug2 − λ(u2mugs − umug)
)

−
( q

10

)
λ

∫ 10
W ∗

mug2

(
x−W ∗

mug2

)
dx









The indifference condition at W ∗
mug2 is then satisfied if the two expressions are equal. What

we need to show is that this indifference condition is independent of p, the probability of getting

only one mug. Collecting all the terms that do not contain p in constants κ1 and κ2 for the two

expressions above, the expressions can be simplified to

U
({

2 mugs, $0|Ω̃
})

= κ1 + η [(1 − p− q) u2mugs + p(u2mugs − umug)]

= κ1 + η [(1 − q) u2mugs − pumug]

U
({

1 mug, $W ∗
mug2|Ω̃

})

= κ2 + η
[
(1 − p− q)

(
umug +W ∗

mug2

)
+ pW ∗

mug2

]

= κ2 + η
[
(1 − p− q)umug + (1 − q)W ∗

mug2

]

= κ2 + η
[
(1 − q)(W ∗

mug2 + umug) − pumug

]

When setting U
({

2 mugs, $0|Ω̃
})

= U
({

1 mug, $W ∗
mug2|Ω̃

})

, −pumug cancels and the indiffer-

ence condition is independent of p. Thus, W ∗
mug2 is independent of p, as claimed. As in Propo-

sition 2, it is again instructive to inspect the limit case q = 0: in this case, the unique PE is

W ∗
mug2 = u2mugs − umug, exactly like with classical preferences.

B Empirical Appendix

B.1 Experiment 1

Table A.1 summarizes the questionnaire responses from subjects in our exchange experiment. Ques-

tions 1 to 4 were asked after the subjects made their conditional choice as to whether to exchange
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or not, but before they knew whether their choice would apply or not. Question 5 was asked as

part of the debriefing questionnaire at the end of the study.

Table A.1: Subject Evaluations of the Mugs and Pens in Experiment 1

Treatment
Question L H p-value

1) “I like the mug better than the pen.” 3.95 3.26 .061
(1.17) (1.25)

2) “Since the beginning of the session, I have spent 2.95 3.35 .366
some time thinking about how I would use the pen.” (1.46) (1.23)

3) “Since the beginning of the session, I have spent 4.09 4.00 .960
some time thinking about how I would use the mug.” (0.87) (1.09)

4) “Since the beginning of the session, I have spent 3.95 3.17 .056
more time thinking about the mug than about the pen.” (1.13) (1.40)

5) “Which item do you think has higher retail value?” 3.50 3.26 .387
(1.14) (1.01)

Notes: Questions 1) to 4) were asked after subjects made their decision as to whether they

would like to trade, and are answered on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

Question 5) was asked as part of the debriefing questionnaire, and is answered on the following

scale (with the corresponding number in brackets): “Definitely Pen” (1), “Probably Pen” (2),

“About the same” (3), “Probably Mug” (4), “Definitely Mug” (5). Standard deviations in

parentheses. p-values are from a two-sided nonparametric Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test.

B.2 Experiment 2

Table A.2 contains multiple robustness checks of the results discussed in Section 3.3. Regressions

(1) to (3) use ln(WTAmug) as the dependent variable, as in the analysis in the main text, while

regressions (4) to (9) instead use WTAmug in levels.

In regression (1), we add an interaction term MH
i · ln(WTApen,i) to our main regression to

allow for the possibility that the relation between ln(WTAmug) and ln(WTApen) differs across

treatments. The coefficient on this interaction term is negative but not significant. Regression (2)

uses session dummies instead of date dummies as in the main text, which increases the estimate

of the treatment effect somewhat. Column (3) shows the results from an interval regression that

explicitly allows for the fact that we only know bounds on subjects’ WTA.8 The treatment effect

remains significant at p < 0.05, with a nearly unchanged point estimate compared to the analysis

8The different intervals in which subjects’ WTA can lie are: $0 (assuming nobody would be willing to pay to not
have to take an item); [$0, $0.33]; [$0.33, $0.66]; . . . [$9.24, $9.57]; [$9.57, ∞).
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in the text.

Regression (4) shows that simply comparing WTAmug across treatments does not yield a sig-

nificant treatment effect. However, once WTApen is added as a regressor, the estimated treatment

effect increases in magnitude, as in the log case, and is significant at p < 0.1 (column (5)). Column

(6) adds demographic controls, while column (7) displays the marginal effects from a Tobit regres-

sion that takes into account censoring at WTAmug = 0 and WTAmug = 9.57. Columns (8) and

(9) display results from interval regressions, and show that once demographic characteristics are

added as regressors, the treatment effect is significant at p < 0.05. Overall, we conclude that the

results from estimating our main equation (in logs) are robust to a variety of different regression

specifications.
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Table A.2: Determinants of Willingness-to-Accept for the Mug: Robustness

Dependent variable: ln(WTAmug) Dependent variable: WTAmug

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Treatment MH .559∗∗ .37∗∗∗ .297∗∗ .596 .765∗ .81∗ .777∗ .774∗ .814∗∗

(.228) (.134) (.13) (.496) (.426) (.419) (.448) (.425) (.413)

ln(WTApen) .616∗∗∗ .438∗∗∗ .531∗∗∗

(.115) (.095) (.093)

Tr. MH
× ln(WTApen) -.252

(.179)

WTApen .536∗∗∗ .577∗∗∗ .571∗∗∗ .547∗∗∗ .587∗∗∗

(.099) (.098) (.104) (.098) (.096)

Female -.759∗ -.796∗

(.432) (.426)

Age -.16∗ -.156∗

(.087) (.086)

#observations 104 104 104 112 112 112 112 112 112

Notes: All regressions other than (2) (which uses session indicators) also contain indicators for the different days on
which sessions were run (none of which ever reach a significance level p < 0.2) and an indicator for WTApen = 9.57
(which indicates that a subject’s WTA for the pen may be censored; p > 0.3 in all regressions). Standard errors in
parentheses.

Level of significance: *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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